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THE  DIFFERENTIABILITY  OF  RIEMANN'S   FUNCTION

A.   SMITH

Abstract. The function g{x)= ]>£Li (sin np^x/irp-), thought by

Riemann to be nowhere differentiable, is shown to be differentiable

only at rational points expressible as the ratio of odd integers. The

proof depends on properties of Gaussian sums, and these properties

enable us to give a complete discussion of the possible existence

of left and right derivatives at any point.

Introduction.    Riemann asserted that the continuous function

m      ■ 2
, ,      v sin 7rp xg(x) = 2, ——

v=i      Trp"

is nowhere differentiable, and Hardy [1] proved that g has no finite

derivative at irrational points nor at rational points of the form 2p¡(4q+l)

or (2p+l)l(4q+2). Recently interest in this problem has be-;n revived

because Gerver [2] proved that g has a derivative — \ at points of the

form (2p+l)l(2q+l). He also proved that g has no finite derivative at

points of the form (2p+1)/2™ with «^ 1.

We now extend the results to the remaining cases, showing also the

existence of finite left- and right-hand derivatives at certain rationals,

and proving that these derivatives exist at all rationals if we allow the

values ±oo. Since Gerver's proof is extremely long and Hardy obtains

his results indirectly we give a completely elementary and fairly short

proof of all the above assertions.

For convenience we work with the function

(1) f(x) = x + 2g(x) = x + 2 2-7-
r=l      ^P

so that, for example, we shall verify that/'(x) exists and is zero when x

is of the form (2p+l)/(2q+l).

The following lemma is all that is required to obtain expansions of

f(x) about a rational point x, which using properties of Gaussian sums

reveal the properties of the derivatives.
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Lemma 1. Let cp be a continuous function belonging to the space

Lx(— co, oo). Suppose the series for Q(a) defined below converges uniformly

in every finite a. interval, for each fixed h>0. Let

<piy) = j~ Znixv cp(x) dx

and suppose that |y|" \$iy)\ is bounded for some fixed ß>l.

Then for any real constant a, as h—>-0+,

(2) ß(a) = J h<pihk + ha) = 0(0) + 0(/z").
k=— oo

Proof.   The conditions on cp allow us to apply the Poisson summation

formula to the left-hand side of (2) to obtain

OO CO li\

2 hcpihk + hat) = 2 ea"*V(-)

provided this series converges absolutely [3, p. 8].

The condition on tf> gives, for zc^O,

(3) \e2"k0,(piklh)\ = Oihßl\k\ß)

which shows that the above sum, leaving out the k=0 term, converges

absolutely and is 0(zz/J). Thus

00

2 e2"k*q>ik¡h) = 0(0) + O(fc').
k=— oo

Lemma 2.    Define

<Pxix) = (sin 7rx)/nx, x # 0,

(4) -1, * = 0,

<PÁX) = (1 — c°s irx)/iTX,        x 5e 0,

(3) =0, x = 0.

F/zezz Lemma 1 hv'/zz /3=2 applies to the functions y¿(x)=c?í(x2), z=l, 2,

and
CO

2 Ay^Jifc + hat) = 21/2 + 0(/i2),       i = 1, 2.

Proof.   The conditions on <p follow in a straightforward manner.
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To verify that the conditions on q> hold, let

h(y) = Uy) + iUy) = P^''7"^ ~ 1e-M™dx.
J-<x> iirx

By a simple transformation, justified by contour integration, we obtain

h(y) = eMl P°° l-exp(-7rx2) exp,_2i,*v(i _ 1)xy) ¿x
J-oo 7TX

/*+oo ri

= ein/i exp(-7TX20 dt exp(-21/27r(i - l)xy) dx.
J-oo Jo

Reversing the order of integration is easily justified and evaluating the

x integral gives

h(y) = eMi \rV2exp(-ÍTTy2/t) dt
Jo

(6) r»
= e.-*/4     r3/2exp(-îV/0^-

Putting y=0 gives h(0)=ip1(0) + iy)2(0)=21/2(l+i) and integrating (6)

by parts gives, for y j±0,

h(y) = eXp('V/4 7 i7Ty2) + O(y-)

i Try

which shows \y2h(y)\ is bounded.

Lemma 3.    Let x=r/s, (r, s)=l. Define

s—l s—1 s—1

G(x) = 2 exp(Í7rí2x) = C(x) + ¡S(x) = 2 c°s ^t2x + i 2 sin ttí2x;
t=0 i=0 i=0

then

(1) when r = 0 (mod 2),

G(x) = {hr/s}s1/2 =1,       s = 1 (mod 4),

= i{lr/s}s1/2 = i,      í = 3 (mod 4);

(8) vv/zen 5=0 (mod 2),

G(x) = {li/rj^y^d + 0,       r s 1 (mod 4),

= {|5/r}(i/2)1/2(l - 0,       ' = 3 (mod 4),

where the form {h/k} indicates aJacobi symbol;

(9) when rs==0 (mod 2),

|G(x)| = s1'2.
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Proof.    For (7), (8) see [3, p. 38], [4]. (9) follows immediately since the

Jacobi symbol takes only the values ± 1.

The derivative at rationals.   Let x=rjs, (r, s)=l, rs=0 (mod 2).

M/(* + h2) +/(x - h2)] = x + 2 2 JIL^ cos tt/z,
i,=i     TTP

ou

= fix) - h2 2 sin 7rp2xrp2iph).

Write   p=ks+t   (O^/^^—l).    Note   sin 77(Ä\5,-|-i)2x=sin 7ri2x,   since

z*i = 0 (mod 2). Then
S —1 OO

M/(* + A2) +/(* - Z'2)] = /(*) - /'2 2   2 sin "t2xy>2ikhs + ht)
<=0 i=-oo

= f(x) - - 2 sin ^«2^[21/2 + 0(/z2)]
S   (=0

= /(x)-21/2S(x)/z/s + 0(/z3)

where Lemma 2 has been used in the penultimate line. Similarly

\[fix + h2) - fix - h2)] = 21/2C(x)/z/i + Oih3)

and so we obtain

(10) fix ± h2) = fix) - 2l'2[Six) + Cix)]h¡s + 0(/z3).

Now suppose rs=l (mod 2). It is easy to verify the relation /(x) =

l+|/(4x)—/(x+1) which enables us to use (10) to deduce that

fix ± h2) =/(x)
(11)

- 21/2{S(4x) - Six + 1) T [C(4x) - C(x + l)]}/z/i + 0(h3).

The properties of Jacobi symbols give

|2rj = \2r + 2s\ = |4((r + s)/2)| = ((r + s)/2

since 4 is the square of the prime 2 and s= 1 (mod 2).

This immediately simplifies (11) to

(12) /(x±/z2)=/(x) + 0(/z3).

Thus when r=s\ (mod 2), f'(x) exists and is zero, since the right-hand

derivative

/(x + /)2)_/(x)
/+(x) = lim

A2-0 /j
2
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and the left-hand derivative

fL(x) = lim
f(x)-f(x-h2)

both exist and are zero. In this case it follows that the symmetric derivative

ft ï     r    f(x + h2)-f(x-h2)
f0(x) = hm-—-

ä2^o 2/¡

also exists and is zero. When «=0 (mod 2), (10) shows that/'(x) is finite

if and only if G(x)=0. However, by Lemma 3, G(x) is not zero. Hence

f'(x) is not finite for rs even. It is easy to verify that/+(x) whenr=l

(mod 4), fL(x) when r=3 (mod 4), and f'0(x) when s=3 (mod 4) are all
zero, but in other cases these derivatives are infinite.

Derivatives at other points. At negative rationals the results of the

preceding section carry over, since/is an odd function.

Suppose now x is irrational, which without essential loss we take to be
positive.

Let {qn} be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers, and let

pn be the least integer such that xn=2pj(4qn+l)>x. Then x„—x<

2/(4qn+l) and x„->-x as «-»-oo. From (10) and (7),

/(*)-/(*„)

x — x„

Thus

(13)

= U(4?„ + D(x» - *)}"1/2 + 0((xn

f(x)-f(xn)

xf'2)

liminf
«-* CO

> 1.

(14)

Letyn=xn+ll(4qn+l) = (2pn+l)¡(4qn+l). Then yn->x as «->oo and

f(x)-f(y„)
lim- = 0.

From (13) and (14) we obtain Hardy's result that/does not have a

finite or infinite derivative at the irrational point x.
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